Tin Factory
PRICE: negotiable
Тown: Byala Slatina / industrial zone
Area: The production base is situated on 91000 sq.m.

Technical Characteristics:
The production equipment is in line with the quality characteristics of the machines and the main
suppliers of the production equipment are Thermotechn Engineering, Technoinvest Engineering, Beta
Fest, Index 6 and others. The enterprise has automation systems such as: automated line for flexible
packaging; a system for control and signaling of sterilization regimes; temperature control system for
auger heater; automatic dosing system for dosing machines, etc. The company aims to increase energy
efficiency by installing solar hot water systems, installing aluminum joinery with thermo bridge,
insulation of walls and ceilings, installation of machines with lower energy costs
and more. Installation of additional capacities such as: solar water system,
diesel aggregate for increasing the production capacity, etc. A canned factory is
equipped with a state-of-the-art technology to produce ready meals.

Common feature:
The enterprise is specialized in the production of heat-treated vegetable boxes
and ready-made foods with long experience and excellent reputation for quality
over 120 years of offered products. The factory is equipped with its own control
laboratory with modern equipment and implemented automatic system for
planning, management and control of the production process. A canned factory is equipped with a
state-of-the-art, ready-to-use dishwashing technology. The enterprise has an optimized file system for
receiving orders. Technological lines are 7 in number. The types of packaging are: glass packaging,
flexible PP packaging, metal boxes. Strict quality control of raw materials is established by consulting
the company's partners in seed selection, vegetable growing, harvesting and transportation. There is
also the opportunity to provide a natural humus mass from your own Red Californian worm farm.

Production:
The annual capacity of the factory is 4500 tons. The factory has a built and equipped workshop to
produce ready-made meat and vegetable food in trays. With it work in the factory can be all year
round. No preservatives, sweeteners, flavor enhancers and color additives are used in the production Residential*Commercial*Lettings*Property management*Interior design*Refurbishments*Furniture

only natural products from guaranteed producers. All products are available
in glass jars, rear view caps and sizes 370 ml, 580 ml, 720 ml, 1000 ml, 1700
ml, 2650 ml. We produce the most diverse products such as beans, pickles,
lutenitsa, avarage and many more - the portfolio is over 120 products.
Seasonal production: July - November / yearly. Ready-to-ship products from
the new harvest: August - September.

Partnerships, clients, products:
80% of the production is exported to the EU, Canada and the United States.
Germany's share of the total export volume - 87%; the established products
for 20 years on the German market are: avian, pinch, lutenica, roasted
pepper, pickled cucumbers, hot and broccoli peppers and ripened beans, turkey and new original
products from the groups of avar, lutenica. The trademark offered to the factory is widely known in
Germany, and has long established partnerships with Bulgarian manufacturers and suppliers. A
small part of the customers of the factory are: For the country: Kaufland EOOD, Et Vereia Sofia,
Intercoms Group plus EOOD, Milves PM EOOD, Polmarcarts Ltd., Shop "Familia Plus" EOOD,
Ecoproject Ltd. Sofia, DAR GREEN, RAMSTOR Bulgaria AD, Bulgarplod Sofia, CBA Bansko OOD;
Abroad: ALTEL LTD, BAK Kardesler GmbH, HDW, KRONFOUL TRADING LTD, KULE,
Imp.GmbH and many others.
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